From single cells to microbial population dynamics: modelling in biotechnology based on measurements of individual cells.
The development of dynamic modelling of microbial populations in bioprocesses is reviewed. In the 1960s Arnold Fredrickson established the theoretical basis of such models, and other researchers have subsequently advanced them. This review explores the relationships that describe cell proliferation and evaluates the importance of the application of flow cytometry to the fundamental parameterisation of the models for their use in bioprocess engineering. The section "Individual-Based Modelling" discusses recent theoretical developments. Delay-differential equations are demonstrated to describe accurately temporal variation of the cell proliferation cycle and specialised approaches and related iconography are applied to stochastic and deterministic modelling of stages of cellular development. Synchronised cultures of the bacterium Cupriavidus necator were prepared and monitored using a flow cytometer. The data obtained demonstrate that cell proliferation could be simulated quantitatively using the developed model.